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Hello Coyotes,
Coyote Chronicle is back for Fall 2020, and our first
newsletter is here! We continue working safely from home to
provide you with our weekly newsletters. Due to the COVID-19
pandemic, the Chronicle will still not be producing printed and
PDF versions of the newspaper for now. Our goal is to shed
light on important developments in our community and to
provide an independent platform for unheard voices. We want
to hear from you! Reply to share your stories.
Stay safe, everyone!
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2020 marks 100 years of women’s right to vote, but the fight towards equality
continues to stay relevant around the globe. CSUSB hosted its third annual 50/50
Movement on September 17. Students, faculty, and the community were invited to
join the movement through the virtual platform, Zoom.
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video games have gone beyond being a leisurely activity.
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Vox Pop: Opinion on presidential
candidates
SEPTEMBER30, 2020 BY COLIN PEDERSEN -

LEAVEA COMMENT

With the presidential elections coming up, some students express their opinions about
the 2020 candidates.

Francisco Baeza
Major: Literature, Graduate Student (First year)

I believe that both candidates showcase the problems with the broken two-party political
system in the United States. Trump is moving the country towards a state of fascism while
Biden refuses to embrace any policies that would help him garner the wing of the party
that he needs to win. Both candidates signal that their campaigns will return the country
to "normal" but life wasn't exactly great before Trump came in anyways. As you can tell,

I'm not too fond of either of them and my convictions are
telling me to stop supporting a system that constantly
forces us to choose the "lesser of two evils" rather than
giving candidates who will truly fight for policies that affect
the working-class. To me, these two candidates exemplify
why we need to adopt a system of ranked-choice voting.
Mauricio Sandoval
Major: Math, Teaching track, Senior

Personally, I don't think either of the
candidates are especially loved by a
large majority of people, regardless of what the media would have
us think. Don't get me wrong, there are definitely groups of people
who love one candidate or the other, but I honestly think there are
less than we actually think. As for my vote right now, I am undecided.
But I will say that I don't respect Trump as an individual or leader and,
therefore, I know I won't vote for him. Having said that, I think Biden
might have a slight edge on leadership ability, but I don't know if he
has my vote either.

Colton Young
Major: Physical Therapy, Senior

Truthfully speaking, I don't like either candidate. If I had to
pick the less of two evils, in my opinion, I'd have to say I'd pick
Trump. I honestly just want everyone to be happy, safe, and
treated right. So hopefully whatever the result of the election
is, that will be the result or at least bring us closer to that
goal.

Jon Slater
Major: Kinesiology, Alumnus

I honestly don't know enough about either to give a solid
answer. I haven't heard much about Biden. As for Trump, I've
obviously heard some good and some bad. However, like I
said, I do not know enough about either candidate to really
give you my opinion. Life has been too hectic for me to really
focus on them as of right now.

Madeleine Simmons
Major: Literature, Graduate Student (Second year)

To me they are both different sides of the same dirty coin. I'm
disenthralled with the political landscape and systems in place.
Even the new slogan of, "Settle for Biden Harris. He'll do." Like,
really? Democrats had four years to booster a candidate, and
personally, I was a fan of Andrew Yang and Bernie. Yet they
chose someone that's just a reflection of everything people
have a problem with in politics. !just hate how Dems don't
acknowledge that and point fingers at Trump. Yes ,Trump is
awful. If anything, he's a reflection of every wrong with the
political system. He's taken advantage of the those faults in our system. Currently, I
believe that he won't be voted out because Biden is just another white old man who will
say whatever his party wants him to say. With the upcoming debates, it will showcase
this. Trump has a dedicated fan base, while Biden's base is full of sighs and groans. I'm
voting Biden, but in a Blue state like California it was already a guarantee for him.
Joseph Martin
Major: Communication, Senior

Regarding both the candidates, I'm not an immense supporter of
either. However, after doing my research, I feel that Biden aligns
more with my standings on social issues, the environment and
more, so if I had to pick it would be him.

Teo Salano
Major: Business Administration, Alumnus

Firstly, I'd say that I don't think either candidate is truly fit to be the
POTUS. However, having said that, I think Trump has had his shot at
running things and making changes. I think he's clearly blown it in a lot
of ways and, if anything, has merely tried to keep Republicans happy
and has even managed to upset some of them as well. So, if I were to
pick, I'd probably give Biden my vote, although I don't think he's much
of a good option either, like I already stated.

Jose Mendoza
Major: Finance, Senior

I don't like either candidate much. However, I think
when it comes down to it, I see one candidate who
inspires hate and violence and is an egomaniac.
Although the other has a rap sheet of allegations as
well, I don't think he'll cause as much harm in the long
run. Lastly, being Mexican, I feel that Trump has made
it harder for minorities and people of color to
advance, which is another reason why I think I would pick the lesser of two evils, which in
my opinion is Biden.

lzher Kyle Galliguez
Major: Kinesiology; Concentration: Exercise Science,
Sophomore

To be honest. I am not the most knowledgeable in
politics nor do I know a lot about Trump or Biden aside
from the things I hear and read from the news and
social media. Having said that, I am inclined to side with
Biden as I side more with what I have heard his stances
are on important issues.
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Continuation of virtual learning amid
the shift to the semester system
SEPTEMBER 30, 2020 BY JAMIANA GATEB -

LEAVE A COMMENT

Student Elanna, works on homework assignments. Photo by Citlaly Carlos

Students faced two challenges before the Fall 2020 semester began: virtual classes and
conversion to semesters from quarters. Online classes were an option pre-COVID, but
have now become mandatory for many classes. Students have missed the ability to
physically socialize with past and new classmates.
Brenda Salas Melgoza, a junior and transfer student, says, "I've had online classes before
so I'm used to it but it is way different with the pandemic since I can't socialize much."
Even though Melgoza previously took on line classes, she feels as if this time around she
can't have that much of a life outside of school.
On the other hand, some don't mind the conversion. Melissa Loera, who is in her junior
year at CSUSB, shared how she does not mind online school. but she does find it to be
time-consuming. Loera says, "I don't mind online school actually, but I do feel at some
times that it's taking some of my life outside of school."
Larry R. Hygh, Jr.,Ed.D, a lecturer at CSUSB, has adapted to communication and societal
changes throughout his career that have helped him be prepared and embrace the
opportunities that have been created by the global pandemic.

Prior to academia, Dr. Hygh was a nonprofit communications executive for more than 20
years and he underwent constant changes in his occupation.
"A definite positive is being able to bring my networks into our virtual reality. I created a
speaker series for my courses that included a former White House Press Secretary and
ABC News Anchor," says Dr. Hygh. "In my nonprofit communications career, I have lived
and worked in New York City, Boston, Washington, D.C.,Sacramento, Los Angeles, and
Jackson, Mississippi, and I grew up in East Texas. During this 20 plus year career I've made
connections with some amazing people." Because of the remote setting, Dr. Hygh and his
colleagues are able to discuss theories and concepts of strategic communication in the
virtual setting while using real life examples from their day-to-day work.
He explained some challenges that have come with virtual learning.
"I am a people person and miss seeing my students in person and interacting with them
live in the classroom. My classes are synchronous, but I still miss being in the actual
classroom engaging folks," says Dr. Hygh. "When I teach in person, I walk and move a
great deal. It's hard for me to sit still in front of a screen because I'm a person who is
active and moves."
Not only is remote learning our only option, but students that have been at CSUSB before
and are continuing their education now are going through a quarter to semester
conversion. Due to this conversion, school resumed just two months after the 2019-2020
school year had ended.
The semester system was implemented this fall and not everyone has enjoyed the
change. Alec Garcia, a sophomore at CSUSB, says, "I think the quarter system was a lot
better because I liked to get to meet new people and I could meet more because of the
three quarters and notjust two semesters." He felt more motivated because the ten-week
structure felt quicker for him.
For some students, they feel that the semester system does not offer enough units. Loera
says, "Quarter system is way better than the semester. I was able to take more courses
rather than the small amount of units that are offered now."
Similar to the reactions of online learning, there are some students who do not take issue
with the new learning schedule. Melgoza does not mind the change, the school she

attended prior to transferring was already on the semester system. "I am a transfer
student so I've only been on the semester system and I like it," says Melgoza.
The idea of the quarter to semester system has received mixed responses. Some
students felt that professors overloaded them with work during the first week and many
felt overwhelmed. Students also feel that tuition does not match up to the cost since they
are missing out on the in-class experience.
Remember, if at any time you are struggling CSUSB offers many programs for mental
health, tutoring, and ways to stay involved with CSUSB events during this trying time.
CSUSB offers a CAREteam who are here to help students dealing with personal
challenges during this campus wide transition. They are available Monday through Friday
from 8:oo a.m.- 5:00 p.m. and can be reached at (909) 537-2273 or care@csusb.edu.

Picture from: www2.calstate.edu/attend/campuses/san-bernardino%58/caption%5D
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RHA staff share the struggles of
quarantining in campus dorms
SEPTEMBER29, 2020 BY ANA VALENZUELA -

LEAVE A COMMENT

The staff of the Residence Halls Association
(RHA) at CSUSB are addressing and sharing
some concerns and struggles the residence
students have become subjected into since
the pandemic began.
The RHA was in dismay after most of its
students opted out of housing, during the
spring quarter of 2020, when the
Due to safety regulations, students were
limited to staying in either Arrowhead
Village or University Village. Photo by
Alondra Gomez.

announcement to transition into a non-faceto-face curriculum deliverY. had already

been made. According to Alondra Gomez,
RHA Director and third year communication

studies major, about a couple hundred students are currently residing in dorms, when it
was previously a couple thousand students.
Serrano Village and Coyote Village had to be closed down to meet COVID-19 safety
regulations. "Students living in those two villages were moved to either Arrowhead
Village or University Village," said Gomez.
Some students did not have the option to return home. Low-income based students and
international students have experienced limitations that prevent them from returning
home. "It is very different from like wanting to go home and actually not having a place to
go,'' Quinay Ross, the RHA Business Administration Coordinator and third year political
science student, stated
Since safety guidelines changed for residence on campus, their experiences have
changed as well. Destiny Shavers, the RHA National Communication Coordinator and
third year psychology major, states, "It has extremely changed; it's very different, of
course, you can't have visitors and things like that and, for the most part. it's kind of like
you have to stay in your dorm pretty much all the time. Like, you cannot go outside of
campus - only if you're going to get something essential. but then you'd have to come
straight back into your dorm."
If students decide to visit family or leave their apartment,
the COVID-19 Daily Health Screen form must be filled
out before returning to campus. If the students answer
all questions in accordance to the safety guidelines, they
will then be authorized to return back to their dorm.
"Temperature is not being taken when students return to
housing nor is a testing required, but you are required to
complete the COVID-19 Daily Health Screen," says
Gomez. "If a student tests positive, they must report it
and they will be placed in another place in isolation until
they test negative."
Students living in dorms are

Visitor restrictions are not limited to outsiders coming in
and students leaving campus. "Students are not allowed
to have other students over in their dorms even if they

required to follow all safety
procedures for their safety and
the safety of others. Photo by
Alondra Gomez

are all dorming. Everyone must stay in their own dorm. If
you have a roommate, you are lucky you do, but if you don't, then you are stuck alone,"
said Gomez.
"There are two students per dorm but each remains on the opposite side to avoid any
form of contact," Shavers stated.
RHA enforces residents to follow sanitation guidelines to limit the spread of COVID-19.
"Students must sanitize their own dorms with their own essentials and staff only sanitizes
the outside, like elevators and stairs - things like that,'' explained Gomez. Students are
required to wear a face mask when leaving their dorms and maintain a social distance of
six feet. Posters are also spread throughout the campus grounds that help remind the
students to constantly wash their hands.
"Connections with friends have become different because I know I love to make friends
and I like to meet new people. Now it's a little hard to do that, and even if you see people,
it's kinda like you see them at a distance and you don't get to make these friends. That has
taken a big part of who I am honestly," says Gomez.
Despite the limitations on social interactions within the dorms, there are ways to continue
socializing with other students.
Shavers says, "Try to use our social media apps and stuff just so everybody can stay in
groups. I know it is very difficult trying to find joy in these times, especially when you're all
by yourself, but just doing things for yourself and staying connected with others can be
very helpful."
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Dr. Fenelon of CSUSB rejects the
sweat lodge politics" of non-first
people
11

SEPTEMBER 30, 2020 BY PIA YVETTE RELLES-POWELL -

LEAVE A COMMENT

SPORTS

SDSU Genocide conference 2019. Photo courtesy of James V. Fenelon

By YVETTE RELLES-POWELL I Contributing Writer

I

From spiritual colonization to commodification of indigenous spiritual ceremonies,
debates continue in the communities of the Inland Empire. James V. Fenelon, Ph.D.. is a
professor of Sociology who identifies as a member of the Lakota/Dakota and leads the
Center for Indigenous Peoples Studies at CSUSB.As the published author in the areas

of American Indian sociopolitical issues, race/ethnic conflicts, and social policies, he
shares his perspectives on the issues of indigenous cultures in our communities.
Q: Can you expand on the generalizations that are made about Indigenous

Spiritualism?

A: Basically, there is just a huge diversity. We are not referring to the concept of religion.
Religion is more of a set of social structures connected with a set of beliefs and some
idea of spiritualism. Many Lakota and Dakota people even used to reject the concept of
religion. That is both idealized and a lived reality. Because Native people, like any other
group of people, can be petty and small as well as generous and good and have ideas on
spirituality that some follow through with and others do not

Q: Why are out-group members drawn to Indigenous Spirituality?

A: As western society became more and more alienated from their religious traditions,
they seek out eastern ways, such as are practicing yoga. One they have probably done
more than any other is the Sun Dance, a community ceremony of deep spiritual
significance. It was made illegal by the United States under the Indian Offenses Act of
1883. It came back in the 6os and 70s and became fairly popular in the 8os. This is a deep
spirituality, it is connected to the earth, and it is a sense of community and belonging.
Much of which has been lost or set aside in the modern world.
Q: What has spiritual colonization Looked like in the past?

A: People started to focus on the physical element of the Sun Dance. We call it a
Chaorn1opa, but it is a pipe. A pipe is a way of praying and accessing one's spirituality. The
western world became obsessed. They made pipe carrying groups. They had some set
of rules that they would get really upset about and they were all non-Native. They had to
pass laws saying only recognized spiritual leaders could take the pipestone. They would
pay someone to hold a sweat lodge ceremony so they could become a pipe carrier.
Native traditionalists rejected that because one cannot purchase something that is an
experience. Who is a recognized leader? Who can and cannot practice these
ceremonies? These are western concepts. This became a huge problem because there
never were rules for this. It was just something people practiced in society.
Q: What Lawsdelegate ownership of spiritual ceremonies?

A: The right to practice, in Lakota Nakata, has not been restricted. However, the strongest
traditionalists passed The Declaration of War Against Exploiters of Lakota Spirituality.
Q: Who can practice Indigenous spiritual ceremonies?

A: In the history of California, it was that missionization system which was used to destroy
native spirituality. Now here is where it gets tricky because the right to practice or the
acceptance of people to practice is incredibly diverse among Native nations. In this
tradition, there is a concept of lkce Wicasa IEEK-CHAY-WEE-CHASAI.Even a leader,
especially a spiritual leader, needs to say, "I am lkce Wicasa." I am just a person. I am just a
human being. Lakota Nakata do not believe there is such a thing as purity. There are
human beings who do things. No one is automatically over other people or life forms. In

accessing one's spirituality, it is not considered separate and for someone to tell me the
rules. Instead, I have to find myself in a community of people and other life forms.
Q: How are members being disadvantaged in the commodification of spiritual

ceremonies?

A: The strongest traditionalists have said this is the last theft. There was the theft of land,
societies, and history. The last thing that western society wants and has a hard time
getting is this spirituality that is directly connected to the earth. Western society is trying
to dominate that and take that away. It is cultural destruction.
Q: If purchasing Native experiences is not ally-ship, how does that Look?

A: You have to get deeply involved and participate on the deepest level. My family is from
Standing Rock. A lot of people said they were going to stand up for standing rock. It was
beautiful, 200 nations, thousands of people saying we are going to decolonize. It is a
wonderful movement. Then there were few participants who claim to be here standing
up for Standing Rock, but they often do not know people in the community. Life is a great
struggle at Standing Rock. There is a lot of poor people, there is a lot of dysfunctions and
addictions.
Q: When is it appropriate for out-group members to participate in Indigenous spiritual

practices and ceremonies?

A: No one can tell you who or where to go to or not. There were many in-group and outgroup members who were very exclusive with the practices and did not even qualify to
be so. They would allow outsiders who could be Natives and non-Natives. If you were
respectful, you may be invited to a deeper ceremony. I asked my friend about attending
and he said, "We did not get invited so we did not go." And that should really be the
response. There is no one who makes the rules about who can be an ally, how do you be
respectful, who can participate or not. It is not okay to tell people these are the rules
when you yourself do not qualify. Seek people out. There will be varying levels of
experiences, acceptances, and rejections. If you get invited to a ceremony, that is a good
time to go.
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Campus community gathered
virtually to support the fight for
gender equality
SEPTEMBER 29, 2020 BY ELISSA PEREZ -

2020

LEAVE A COMMENT

marks 100 years of women's right to vote, but the fight towards equality continues to

stay relevant around the globe.
CSUSB hosted its third annual 50/50 Movement on September 17. Students, faculty,

and the community were invited to join the movement through the virtual platform,
Zoom.
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In total, 149 staff, faculty, and students gathered on Zoom for this event. According to
Diversity and Inclusion Manager, Denise Banuelos, the previous year saw 80 in
attendance for the in-person event.
The 50/50 Movement is a global initiative aimed to discuss how to improve society and
guarantee a more gender-balanced world. Keynote speaker Eloise Gomez Reyes, five
panelists, and a guest speaker tackled the conversation on women power throughout the
event.

"We have to work together to alter the criteria many people use when depicting leaders,''
said CSUSB President Tomas D. Morales in his opening remarks. "We must continue
providing role models for the girls and young women today."
The event began with a short film that focused on how gender balance would shift our
culture as a whole. It also showed clips of people pledging to create change on the road
to a 50/50 world.
Jacob Chacko, CSUSB'sAssistant Director of Diversity and Inclusion, took the pledge

towards gender balance in the workplace.

I pledge to empower all women and bring them up with me as I move into
and navigate positions of power.
- Chacko

Eloise Gomez Reyes, who represents California's 47th Assembly District, spoke on her

experiences and the importance of standing up for what is right. She said that
movements like this give her hope for the future.
"In order to accomplish what the 50/50 Movement is calling for, it's going to take young
people to get civically engaged,'' Reyes said. "It's going to take your generation to right
the wrongs of those before you, including my generation."
Although she doesn't mean that this generation needs to be policy makers, she does
mean that speaking up against inequity is essential to creating change.

These movements don't happen overnight.
-Reyes

Reyes reflected on how far she has come and the challenges she faced throughout her
life.
After turning down her scholarship to USC, Reyes earned her A.A from San Bernardino
Valley College. She soon earned her undergraduate degree from USC and became the
first Latina attorney to open her own law practice.

Reyes also talked about her devastation after running for congress in 2014 and losing.
Afterwards, she ran for the assembly in 2016, won, and was re-elected in 2018.
In her closing remarks, Reyes expressed the importance of never giving up and helping
each other when at a loss.
ASI President Graciela Moran facilitated a O&A after Reyes' speech and attendees were

given the opportunity to ask any questions they had.
This year's panel theme was "Women Power: Pull the next one up!" Professor Kathryn
Ervin moderated the discussion between the five panelists.
The panel consisted of Elahe Amani, Educator and Administrator CSU Fullerton: A'shanti
Gholar, President of Emerge: Mily Trevino-Sauceda, Co-Founder of Alianza Nacional de
Campesinas; and David Baker, Professor Emeritus of Public Administration, CSUSB.
Topics included the gender gap in the corporate world, leadership impact, racial identity,
and women empowerment.
Banuelos said that throughout this event, the discussion panel stood out to her the most.
"We received different perspectives from our panelists on how to approach this effort,"
said Banuelos. "More specifically, a point made by panelist David Baker, Professor
Emeritus of Public Administration, CSUSB, 'involve others in decisions that affect them'
resonated with me because this applies to everyone to effectively create a culture of
inclusion and belonging."
The last section of the event was a presentation from the Riverside coordinator for Mi
Familia Vota, Janet Bernarbe. She explained the organization's focus on issues of
immigration, education, workers rights, healthcare, and voting rights.
Banuelos closed the event by encouraging everyone in attendance to take the pledge
towards a more gender-balanced world.
"It was our goal to provide a meaningful discussion to keep everyone engaged and learn
more about the movement that would motivate them to take action for a more genderbalanced community that is better for everyone," Banuelos said.
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Gamers highlight the impacts of video
games
SEPTEMBER 30, 2020 BY RYAN FABIAN -

LEAVE A COMMENT

Local Gamer Shayan plays Call of Duty: Warzone with friends while being at home in Riverside, CA
on Monday, September 28, 2020. Photo by Genesi Lozano

Video games are enjoyed by many people of all ages. They have come a long way since
the 197o's. For some people, they are used to pass the time, but for others, video games
have gone beyond being a leisurely activity.
Fabio Rodriguez, 30, based outside the Inland Empire and a video game enthusiast for
over 15 years, is a two-time cancer survivor that sees video games as more than just a
form of entertainment. He attributes video games to saving his life.
Rodriguez states, "Video games have allowed me to rediscover simple human functions.
For instance, I have cancer. When I had a majority of it removed, my motor skills were
among many things that were disrupted. I couldn't walk or talk and the control of my
limbs wasn't great. Eating was difficult."
Studies show that there is a link to video games and motor skills, which is exemplified in
research articles by the Association for Psychological Science. For Rodriguez, video
games have helped him through his treatment.

Rodriguez says, "Video games allowed me to improve my
problem-solving. It also helps with my hand-eye coordination
immensely. All those mobility and functions I had lost were
coming back. It wouldn't have been possible without video
games."
Video games continue to impact people in ways they might not
even have thought of. Eden Nook, 33, based outside the Inland
Empire, says video games have given him the motivation to
learn new skills and excellent opportunities.

The Nintendo Switch has
become one of the most
popular gaming consoles
to date. Photo by Ryan
Fabian.

Nook started learning video editing and putting clips of video games on line. After a good
degree of success, he was recruited by a YouTube channel by someone who saw one of
the videos he uploaded. He then used the skills he amassed to create his own website.
"I only have my current job because I talked about creating videos in an interview," says
Nook. "I don't have the required qualifications for my current position, but I mentioned it
by chance and they offered me a different position - an IT one."
He further notes that video games have allowed him to manage projects and work in
teams related to games.
Nook says, "Beyond education and career, I've made a lot of good friends through video
games. I've had experience working in teams and managing them in projects related to
games. I've even had a direct influence in other people's business success by advising
them on the issues with their games. These have all impacted me." Nook didn't see
himself going through this path if it wasn't for video games. He now works at an IT firm as
a Learning Management Systems Officer.
Video games to other people are also seen as a way of connecting with other people.
Axel Cabrera, 26, says without video games, he wouldn't have been able to meet his long
time friends and work relating to video games.
Cabrera says, "Video games to me are a means of connecting with other people. I met
people through video games that I still talk to a play to this day. Also, because of video
games, I was able to travel and go to many video game conventions and meet celebrities
that I wouldn't have thought of meeting someday. It also enabled me to work in big video

game tournaments and meet awesome people and learn new skills. Ever since the virus,
playing video games have kept me sane since a lot of the things I used to love doing
were put on hold for an indefinite period."
Coachella Valley resident, April Serrato, 27, also attributes video games as a means of
improving her social life.
Serrato says, "Video games have truly opened a door to make friends with great people
that have helped me become sociable, even if I'm still too shy to be the one to initiate
conversation. It's helped immensely to be a lot more open about myself to strangers I
normally wouldn't talk to."
To all these people, video games continue to inspire them, help
them learn new things, connect them to new people, and gain
new opportunities in their careers. Video games continue to
impact people in ways they wouldn't see coming. People can
even associate themselves with the characters they play as on
the screen.
Characters like Ryu
have helped inspire
Serrato and other
gamers. Photo by
Ryan Fabian.

Serrato says, "Without games, I wouldn't have met most of the
people I know today. Most of the impact could be taken from high
school years and the events they'd hold there, and it sort of
blossomed from there. But the big inspiration was my older

brother's introduction to the Sega Genesis and PS1to me and my sister - it felt like a
groundbreaking thing, especially since we've never had anything of the sort before other than me mindlessly playing flash games and minigames on Gaia Online and
Neopets. The characters in games were a big deal for me, and who they were resonated

with myself. I felt close with them. A lot of that comes from the Street Fighter series and
growing up on that with Power Rangers. Ryu has been a long-time personal character I've
held close for a reason because of his never ending journey to strengthen himself and
resolve to do more."
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